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Systems Thinking, Third Edition combines systems theory and interactive design to provide an
operational methodology for defining problems and designing solutions in an environment
increasingly characterized by chaos and complexity. This new edition has been updated to
include all new chapters on self-organizing systems as well as holistic, operational, and design
thinking.The book covers recent crises in financial systems and job markets, the housing
bubble, and environment, assessing their impact on systems thinking. A companion website is
available at interactdesign.com.This volume is ideal for senior executives as well as for chief
information/operating officers and other executives charged with systems management and
process improvement. It may also be a helpful resource for IT/MBA students and
academics.Four NEW chapters on self-organizing systems, holistic thinking, operational
thinking, and design thinkingCovers the recent crises in financial systems and job markets
globally, the housing bubble, and the environment, assessing their impact on systems
thinkingCompanion website to accompany the book is available at interactdesign.com

"Einstein once wrote, "Without changing our pattern of thought, we will not be able to solve the
problems we created with our current patterns of thought." Jamshid develops a pattern of
thought that will yield solutions to those problems." --Russell Ackoff, Professor Emeritus, The
Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania"Gharajedaghi challenged us to think backwards
from an ideal competitive position instead of forwards from our existing position with all its
constraints. The result was bolder thinking about change. Jamshid forces a realistic assessment
of a company’s strengths and weaknesses, an idealistic view of what it could be, and creates the
path from point A to point B." --Bill Tiefel, President, Marriott Lodging"Gharajedaghi was perfect!
He had passion and brilliance. He could challenge our traditional thinking and make us see our
actions and opportunities from a different perspective." --William G. Poist, President and CEO,
Commonwealth Energy System"This volume on business management explores the
development of complex systems and advocates for iterative design principles as a foundational
philosophy for dealing with complex, chaotic systems. The volume discusses system theory and
changes to traditional paradigms in light of emerging technologies and business methodologies
and explores case studies from industry leaders that showcase these systems philosophies." --
SciTech Book News--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverSystems
ThinkingManaging Chaos and Complexity:A Platform for Designing Business ArchitectureThird
Edition | Jamshid GharajedaghiEinstein once wrote, "Without changing our pattern of thought,
we will not be able to solve the problems we created with our current patterns of thought."
Jamshid develops a pattern of thought that will yield solutions to those problems.—Russell
Ackoff, Professor Emeritus, The Wharton School, University of PennsylvaniaIn a global market



economy, a viable business cannot be locked into a single form or function anymore. Rather,
success is contingent upon a self-renewing capacity to spontaneously create structures,
functions, and processes responsive to a fluctuating business landscape. Now in its third
edition, Systems Thinking synthesizes systems theory and interactive design, providing an
operational methodology for defining problems and designing solutions in an environment
increasingly characterized by chaos and complexity.The current edition has been updated to
include all new chapters on self-organizing systems, Holistic, Operational, and Design thinking.
Gharajedaghi covers recent crises in financial systems and job markets, the housing bubble,
and environment, assessing their impact on systems thinking. A companion website to
accompany the book is available at www.interactdesign.com.Sponsoring clients of the five case
studies in the book had this to say about Jamshid Gharajedaghi and his
methodology:Gharajedaghi challenged us to think backwards from an ideal competitive position
instead of forwards from our existing position with all its constraints. The result was bolder
thinking about change. Jamshid forces a realistic assessment of a company’s strengths and
weaknesses, an idealistic view of what it could be, and creates the path from point A to point B.
—Bill Tiefel, President, Marriott LodgingGharajedaghi was perfect! He had passion and
brilliance. He could challenge our traditional thinking and make us see our actions and
opportunities from a different perspective.—William G. Poist, President and CEO,
Commonwealth Energy SystemJAMSHID GHARAJEDAGHI, Managing Partner of INTERACT,
The Institute for Interactive Management, has more than thirty five years of experience with the
practice of systems methodology in design and the development of business architecture,
planning, learning and control systems. He was formerly the Director of Research and Adjunct
Professor of Systems Sciences at The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.|Systems
ThinkingManaging Chaos and Complexity:A Platform for Designing Business ArchitectureThird
Edition | Jamshid GharajedaghiEinstein once wrote, "Without changing our pattern of thought,
we will not be able to solve the problems we created with our current patterns of thought."
Jamshid develops a pattern of thought that will yield solutions to those problems.—Russell
Ackoff, Professor Emeritus, The Wharton School, University of PennsylvaniaIn a global market
economy, a viable business cannot be locked into a single form or function anymore. Rather,
success is contingent upon a self-renewing capacity to spontaneously create structures,
functions, and processes responsive to a fluctuating business landscape. Now in its third
edition, Systems Thinking synthesizes systems theory and interactive design, providing an
operational methodology for defining problems and designing solutions in an environment
increasingly characterized by chaos and complexity.The current edition has been updated to
include all new chapters on self-organizing systems, Holistic, Operational, and Design thinking.
Gharajedaghi covers recent crises in financial systems and job markets, the housing bubble,
and environment, assessing their impact on systems thinking. A companion website to
accompany the book is available at www.interactdesign.com.Sponsoring clients of the five case
studies in the book had this to say about Jamshid Gharajedaghi and his



methodology:Gharajedaghi challenged us to think backwards from an ideal competitive position
instead of forwards from our existing position with all its constraints. The result was bolder
thinking about change. Jamshid forces a realistic assessment of a company’s strengths and
weaknesses, an idealistic view of what it could be, and creates the path from point A to point B.
—Bill Tiefel, President, Marriott LodgingGharajedaghi was perfect! He had passion and
brilliance. He could challenge our traditional thinking and make us see our actions and
opportunities from a different perspective.—William G. Poist, President and CEO,
Commonwealth Energy SystemJAMSHID GHARAJEDAGHI, Managing Partner of INTERACT,
The Institute for Interactive Management, has more than thirty five years of experience with the
practice of systems methodology in design and the development of business architecture,
planning, learning and control systems. He was formerly the Director of Research and Adjunct
Professor of Systems Sciences at The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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Thinking in Systems: International Bestseller, Systems 1: An Introduction to Systems Thinking,
The Systems Thinker: Essential Thinking Skills For Solving Problems, Managing Chaos, and
Creating Lasting Solutions in a Complex World (The Systems Thinker Series Book 1), Systems
Thinking For Social Change: A Practical Guide to Solving Complex Problems, Avoiding
Unintended Consequences, and Achieving Lasting Results, An Introduction to General Systems
Thinking, The Systems Thinking Playbook: Exercises to Stretch and Build Learning and Systems
Thinking Capabilities, Systems Thinking for Beginners: Learn the essential systems thinking
skills to navigate an increasingly complex world for effective problem solving and decision
making, Solve It!: The Mindset and Tools of Smart Problem Solvers, Software Architecture: The
Hard Parts, The Systems Thinker - Analytical Skills: Level Up Your Decision Making, Problem
Solving, and Deduction Skills. Notice The Details Others Miss. (The Systems Thinker Series
Book 2), Expectations Investing: Reading Stock Prices for Better Returns, Revised and Updated
(Heilbrunn Center for Graham & Dodd Investing Series), Systems Engineering Principles and
Practice (Wiley Series in Systems Engineering and Management), Just Keep Buying: Proven
ways to save money and build your wealth, Think in Systems: The Art of Strategic Planning,
Effective Problem Solving, And Lasting Results (Cognitive Development Book 1)



Jovi & Tricia, “This book makes you think. I will be brief with my review. Brief because this book
forced me to think and introduces new paradigms in my routine. The key learning here is that as
Engineers, we should always trade places with our customers and that we should adopt user-
centric approaches to systems development.The long narratives in the book could put the
shortened attention reader to sleep and intimidate the weak at heart. But, there's a lot of wisdom
hidden even in those sections. A second reading should reveal them.His discussion of "Holon"
and Multi-minded systems as the foundation for socio-cultural systems was a visionary one, and
exposed one reality: That platforms such as Facebook and Twitter were possible even as far
back as the 1960's if Engineers had changed their perspectives and embraced multi-
mindedness as a design paradigm.This book should be read alongside "The Ghost in the
Machine (Arkana) by Arthur Koestler (Jun 5, 1990)".Jovita Nsoh, CISM, CISSP, CITA-PSenior
Security ArchitectMicrosoftSeattle, WA”

Larry Baker, “A deep dive into systems thinking. This is a meta systems book. It is not simple and
it is not going to give you a template to implement systems thinking. It is, however, very important
to comprehensive systems thinking.”

S. Jones, “Great Overview on Systems Organization and Structure. I'm relatively new to these
concepts, and this book is challenging and exciting to me. For someone who hasn't spent much
time considering these concepts, it will seem pretty revolutionary. I can't really compare it to any
other literature on the topic, but I felt that it was a dense, high-level introduction to the topic, and I
will likely read through it again and again (because I'm sure I'll discover more each time). This
book is well written with easy-to-digest vocabulary, but the concepts are complex and should
really make you think. Love it.”

Mariano Garcia, “Chaos controlled. Very interesting. I begin at the end: Is helpful to have the
recreation of practical cases. The modular design thinking system Is complicated to understand.
I pretend use this book as a guide for practical problems. We see how useful Is then”

PJ from LA, “Reading it can change your life. The least this book can do is to change your
thinking paradigm. It's so full of wisdom and insight that it takes a while to absorb the essence of
it. There are a few books on Systems Thinking out there, but this book is unique it its 30,000 feet
view of the discipline. It combines system dynamics and systems design so beautifully that you
can't distinguish between them. In my opinion, it's a must read for senior leaders, consultants
and change agents all across the world.”

Shila Wambui Mwangi, “Must have for business majors. This book is a must have for business
majors!”



tamar, “Great. Great book”

Shoki, “It could use a rewrite but still a great book.. I have used this text for several years now in
my Organization Behavior course.  It could use a rewrite but still a great book.”

Afshin Babazadeh, “Spelling mistakes. The book is a valuable book in its own right but contains
spelling mistakes fir instance on page 47 instead of typing cost it types Cast . This is truly not
acceptable . Amazon is clumsy in not editing the book properly .”

Tommys, “excellent read and a brilliant introduction to systems tninking. excellent read and a
brilliant introduction to systems tninking, giving clear examples of application and can be related
to other areas of practice, for example public sector, overal would highly rate this book”

Richard More, “This is not a book for the faint hearted, .... This is not a book for the faint hearted,
but for those of us who 1. need to get out more and 2. find the historical academic models , both
linear and complex, unsatisfying this is the way forward”

The book by Jamshid Gharajedaghi has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 62 people have provided
feedback.
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